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Welcome
Welcome to the October 2019 Mahlab Roundtable Briefing

This is the 9th briefing in our popular Roundtable series. Hosted in

Melbourne and Sydney, our Roundtable discussions serve as a vehicle for

legal professionals to connect, voice their opinions on relevant trends

affecting both private practice and in-house environments as well as share

their experiences from within the legal industry.

All Roundtables are conducted under Chatham House Rules.

This briefing focuses on leadership challenges faced by General Counsel

including providing career progression for lawyers, continuing their own

training, managing flexibility, using external law firms and legal contractors

and demonstrating to the business the value of the legal function. A range

of companies were represented from across the manufacturing,

infrastructure, financial services, fast moving consumer goods, luxury

goods, energy and resources, and media and telecommunication

industries.

We thank all participants for their time and energy in making this

Roundtable such a success. Hopefully readers will benefit from the unique

perspectives shared.

Join the conversation

Do you have an opinion about the leadership challenges faced by 

General Counsel? Or the legal landscape generally? You can join 

the  conversation by using #MahlabRoundtable and by connecting 

with us  on LinkedIn.

Lisa Gazis
Managing Director of Mahlab

(NSW)

Katherine Sampson
Managing Director of Mahlab

(VIC)
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Leadership Challenges

By far the greatest leadership challenge for all General
Counsel was developing their lawyers and providing
career progression. This was particularly the case with
long-standing staff in relatively flat structures. One
General Counsel compared this environment to a
“hunger games” scenario, with lawyers vying for
promotion or better work, sometimes leading to
tension and dissatisfaction. The consequent challenge
for most General Counsel was how to differentiate
between staff and reward people. One General
Counsel found a marked rise in team satisfaction when
she assigned discrete projects to lawyers to manage
from beginning to end, making them the “General
Counsel” of the project. Another option was to
promote lawyers into the business and operations
teams in non- legal roles, although one General
Counsel commented that sometimes these
opportunities were passed over because of a fear of
there not being a space in the legal team to which to
return. Another challenge was to temper lawyers’
expectations as to annual salary increases, particularly
if they were used to private practice rises.

It was unanimously felt by General Counsel of larger
teams that it was desirable to have a range of ambition
levels within the legal teams, to allow for highly
ambitious team members who inevitably will grow out
of their roles. One General Counsel summarised it by
saying that he didn’t “seek to have a team of
champions, but to have a championship team”. All
General Counsel felt that it was important to be honest
and upfront with team members about whether they
have “hit a ceiling” at the organisation. This proactive
approach meant that senior lawyers could either move
into a different part of the business or get themselves
job ready for an opportunity outside the organisation.
One General Counsel commented that he had
managed lawyers who had left the organisation,
obtained skills and experience elsewhere, and then
later returned to the organisation with the benefit of
that acquired knowledge.

A General Counsel from a multinational company
commented that lawyers are encouraged to take up
global opportunities and actively encouraged not to
stay in the one role. Another lawyer development
initiative was to assign a mentor to every lawyer,
either from another stream in the business (non- legal)
or externally (sometimes a partner from a panel firm).

Another challenge 

was to temper 

lawyers’ 

expectations as to 

annual salary 

increases, 

particularly if they 

were used to private 

practice rises.
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There was a mixed response to the question of
whether creating the position of Deputy General
Counsel was successful in an in-house legal team and
comments made that it largely depended upon the size
and makeup of the team. Some General Counsel felt
that it was a good idea because it could allow for a
successful transition upon their own departure and
that it provided structural integrity and stability. One
General Counsel had created the role of Deputy
General Counsel as a result of a merger with a
company which had an existing legal team. By
contrast, other General Counsel felt that creating the
Deputy General Counsel role sometimes lead to calls of
perceived “favouritism” and could lead to team
instability. One General Counsel had in fact disbanded
the Deputy General Counsel position and created
Heads of Legal positions for the different pillars in the
business, ensuring more senior lawyers in the team
were promoted and satisfied.

Another  

development 

initiative was to 

assign a mentor to 

every lawyer…
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Team Meetings

General Counsel generally conducted weekly or

fortnightly meetings with their team to discuss

team matters but were conscious of not making it

a lengthy “work in progress” chat by focussing on

“key learnings”, or “3 most significant matters” or

corporate strategic issues. One General Counsel

commented that the most beneficial meetings

were when lawyers shared their knowledge and

acted like a think tank. Interestingly, one General

Counsel, in response to business feedback, had

introduced a “blue sky thinking“ piece in these

meetings, to open their lawyers up to more

strategic and commercial thinking. Some General

Counsel were cautious about how meetings can

grow “like a tumour”, particularly with a large

team, so tried to limit their length. Others agreed

that more informal catch-ups with staff were

sometimes more productive. A General Counsel

of a large team posted a 2-minute video blog to

their team every week to disseminate corporate

strategy, significant changes or update the team

on current issues.

General Counsel were unanimously committed to

having regular one-on-one meetings with staff to

engage with their development. Several General

Counsel conducted a monthly, quarterly or 6

monthly one-on-one meeting to discuss

professional satisfaction, goals, workflow, career

development, and individual performance. All

General Counsel were firmly of the view that team

members valued regular discussions about their

development, in addition to their annual

performance review, although most still believed

that the discipline and structure of the annual

performance discussion was important. Ideally

they would already be sufficiently engaged with

the team member that they would not hear

anything they didn’t already know.

One General Counsel 

commented that the 

most beneficial 

meetings were when 

lawyers shared their 

knowledge and acted 

like a think tank.
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Flexibility

The extent to which General Counsel were

given training or support for their role varied

greatly. Several General Counsel commented

that they had not been provided with any

training for their role. One General Counsel

had come straight from being a partner in

private practice and, with almost no on-

boarding, had to work through the difficult

challenge of coming up to speed on the

commercial side of the business and the legal

team dynamics. Another General Counsel

was promoted into the role internally from a

specialist legal role with no advance notice

and overnight was expected to have a handle

on all legal matters affecting the organisation.

He discussed how stressful this had been and

that he had made a firm decision to offer his

successor a much more structured transition.

Some General Counsel had been offered

executive coaching to assist them to transition

into the role and this had been highly valued

and was considered enormously helpful.

Some General Counsel were with progressive

large organisations which offered a structured

program of leadership training. One General

Counsel had their MBA funded by the

organisation, allowing the opportunity to

discuss issues he was facing with

professionals from other disciplines.

Training and 

Development

There was a general consensus that flexibility

in the workplace was becoming the norm and

that many organisations actively encouraged

flexibility, be it part time hours, working from

home, or early departures. One General

Counsel worked from home 2 days a week,

where she could focus on more complex

tasks. Another General Counsel left mid-

afternoon most days and then continued

working for a few hours in the evening from

home. One General Counsel and his team

had a practice of all working from home one

day a week. He and his team were conscious

that they were custodians of a “precious thing”

so they were determined to make it work and

deliver a seamless service to internal clients.

A General Counsel of a large team had a

policy that lawyers were permitted to work

from home 1 day a week after they had been

with the organisation for 12 months and that

all lawyers had to be in the office on a set day

each week to attend a group meeting. It was

generally accepted that flexibility worked well

with lawyers because they were professional,

had integrity and were accountable. One

General Counsel commented that they had

shown that allowing flexibility and the ability to

work from home had resulted in no decreased

productivity at all, and that there was in fact

sometimes increased productivity, as a result

of the lack of distraction in performing

complicated tasks and it also saved travel

time. Apart from increased staff satisfaction,

flexibility fostered greater loyalty in the legal

team and, with technology and with accepted

boundaries in place, was seen as a “no

brainer”.



Use of External Law Firms

All General Counsel agreed that it was a very

competitive market for law firms and most were

willing to offer reduced fees or “bend over

backwards” to gain or keep the work. Fixed fees

were also more the norm now. Several General

Counsel commented that there was sometimes

little difference between the hourly rate of mid tier

and top tier firms and where there was, it was not

always necessary to have the “gold plated”

service of a large law firm. One General Counsel

discussed an e- billing tool which flags to the

client where the spend with external firms is and

alerts them to when there has been a duplication

or an invalid charge, such as for photocopying.

This had led to significant savings on legal spend.
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Use of Contractors

There was a mixed view on the success of using

contract lawyers from contracting agencies. There

was variation in the quality of the contractors,

however good contractors could help fill a short

term need or were utilised in situations when the

legal team had a head count restriction. The

largest negative about the use of contractors was

the cost. It could upset the dynamic of the legal

team as most contractors were quite senior. One

General Counsel spoke about the success they

had experienced using a law student agency to

supply contract staff for complicated administrative

tasks. Most General Counsel favoured

secondment arrangements, however these were

often no longer possible through the large firms

because of their own limited resources. One

General Counsel commented that he had

successfully set up secondment arrangements

with a small firm.

There was a mixed view on the 

success of using contract 

lawyers...The largest negative about 

the use of contractors was the cost. 



Demonstrating the Value of 

the Legal Function
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General Counsel all agreed that it was important

to educate the business about the volume of work

that the legal function handles and the value of its

work. One General Counsel who reported to the

CFO commented that pointing to cost savings by

doing work internally versus external spend was a

very effective way of demonstrating value.

Another General Counsel felt that the value of the

legal function should not purely be brought down

to a monetary figure, giving the example that the

legal team could pick up something that could

have cost the company a fortune, however this

wouldn’t necessarily be reflected on the bottom

line.

One General Counsel who reported to 

the CFO commented that pointing to cost 

savings by doing work internally versus 

external spend was a very effective way 

of demonstrating value.

Satisfaction in the Role

The overriding satisfaction of being in-house for

most General Counsel was the opportunity to be

close to the business and to have ownership of

matters or deals from inception through to

conclusion. There was also the added bonus of

not having to worry about business development,

time sheets or billing. Many loved the variety of the

work and the fact that they were dealing with

different personality types with different

backgrounds and expertise. Developing long

relationships with non-legal colleagues was a

great satisfaction as well as the opportunity to

make non- legal decisions, offer fresh ideas and

engage in “blue sky thinking” in-house.
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